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Sg being the surface of the principal volume V6 131. The source the physfcs that the internal electric field of a volume element dyadic C i s a depolarizing dyadic which expresses mathematically of current density (or polarization) remains finite as the size of the element shrinks to zero. Moreover, in the limit as the volume element shrinks to zero, the value o f this internal electric field interchange of operttors i n the commonly used delta-function 6, p. 2781. The purpose of this paper i s t o use the delta function rigorously through a delta-distribution approach to demons t r a t e t h a t equations (1) result.
The fundamental reason for the above-mentioned invalid interchange o f operators is an gmbiguous dyadic delta function existing a t P = P' i n the solution €e(?,?') to
Physically, this ambiguity can be understood from the fact, ,explained above and contained in (11, that the internal field Ge a t U. S. Government work n o t protected by U.S. copyright.
F=F' produced by the delta-function source on the r i g h t side of (2) also equals a dyadic delta function, b u t its dyadic cannot be determined uniquely unless the l i m i t i n g sequence used to define other wards, the sifting property alone of the delta function on the delta function on the right side of (2) i s specified. In the r i g h t side of (2) is _not sufficient to define uniquely the dyadic delta function i n E a t the source point FF'. In the following delta-distributign derivatipn of the electric field in the source region, this ambiguity i n E a t FF' is removed by defining the delta function rigorouslyein terms of delta sequences--yielding the results (1) directly. interchange.) Two important features of (6) and (7) are=that a t a l l values of P, and 21 the limit i n (6) a s n-must remain 1) the nonsingular functions 6,, allaw a unique solution 6, to (7) outside the integral. Specifically, Define 8 as the diameter of the sphere (6=2/n), and (10) can be r e w r i t t e n To convert (11) to the mre general f o y l a ( l a ) holding for an arbitrary principal volume V6, let V6sp ere circumscribe V6, and invoke the following formula easily provable from a standard dyadic integral formula C2b. App.
3, eq. 521:
Q.E.D.
Note that if the limit and integral i n (6) were interchanged, as i n the comnonly-used nonrigorous delta-function method, one would have missed entirely the subtle, yet all-important principal-volume behavior of Gn, and thereby obtain the following famil i a r expression ill-defined i n the source region, 
